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Envir,o nment Needs

by Jennifer Bodine
Th e decisions precipitating
most environmental lawsuits ar e
almost al way s th e product of low
level administrators using their
own discr etion. drawn from
vague Agen cy
guid e lines .
Government Commissions. task
forces.
councils.
F e d e ral
departments. and eve n private
industry have in the past a nd
present. made nearly alI of the
U.S. environmental policy. and I
firmly believe that the court
system should invade this
domain.

The Bar Association
Tends Bar

by W. S. Whiting

by Kathy Sweeney
The third annual SBA-ESBA
banquet was held on Friday.
March 1. at Blue Crest North.
Congressman Charles Wiggins.
Representative from the State of
California was the guest speaker
at the event. The Congressman.
a Republican. addressed the
audience on the subject of impeachment. what it is and its
effects on the country. Mr.
Wiggins voiced his opinion of the
country's feelings on impeachment stating that he
believed the majority was
against it and very much afraid
of the economic and morale
problems that could result.
In preparation for the
banquet this year. SBA·ESBA
re-evaluated the awards to be
given. It was decided that only
t he Dean Curtis. Outsta nding
Advocate and Faculty awards
wer e to be presented at the
banque t. Th e D e an Joseph
Curtis award is given to that
stud ent who has throughout his
or her law schoo l car eer shown
leader s hip. dedica tion and un·
se lfis h el evot ion to fe ll ow
students. t he Uni versity, a nd th e
community as a whole. This year

"Official" Success
Statistics Denied

the Dean Curtis award was
presented to John Geiss of the
night school and Bart Walker of
the day school. The Outstanding
Advocate Award is presented to
those students who have
demonstrated their unselfish
devotion to their fellow student
and the law. school through
continuing efforts to improve the
quality and stan¢trds of law
school life during the past year.
In the night school. Dave Harris.
Tom Morrow and
Barry
Dalnekoff received this award.
Day school recipients included
Dan Di Benedetto. John Scheflin
and Kathy Sweeney.
The Faculty awards for th e
Outstanding Instructor. Out ·
standing Part-time Instructor
and
Outstanding
FaCUlty
Member were awarded to Mr.
Shannonhouse. Mr. Scott and
Dean Buddeke.
Although Merit awards wer e
not presented at th e Banquet
this year. th ey wer e awarded to
th e following students for their
dedication and ser vice to t he
sch ool.
Step hen Nathaniel Abrams
(cont. on p. 2)

A handwritten note on
several Maryland Bar Review
advertising posters. claiming . an
87% pass ratio for that school and only 60% for a competitor has been condemned as "un·
verified" and "unauthorized" by
the state bar group supposedly
responsible for it.
Ronald Spahn. chairman of
the Legal Education Committee
of the State Bar Association.
stated that the Committee
"completely
denies"
authorization for use of any
information. adding ''I'm upset
that anyon e would indicate we
had" released it. The data involved was submitted by two bar
r eview groups from the July.
1973 bar . and was un ·
substantiated. Mr. Spahn said
several variables hindered th e
validity of such statistics, among
t hem previous bar f(tilure a nd
in d iv idual s tud e n t cha r acteristics. He noted t hat other
difficulties ar ose fr om t he fact
t hat one Commi ttee mem ber was
r epr esentin g t he owner of a bar
rev iew fi r m answering t he
survey.
(cont. on pg.

7:

Agencies, by t heir nature, ar e
in fecte d wit h politics. Age ncy
heads. advisory councils and t ask
forces ar e gener a lly a ppointed by
local or nationa l politicia ns and
are hardly immune from po li t ica l
exer t ions. These Age ncies or
co un cil s a r e esse n t ia ll y a n
elaboration of t he ex istin g administrative sch eme an d deve lop
the same politica l syst ems t hey
are mean t to cur e. w hi ch
s uggests th e limi ts of th ese
age ncies a nd points up th e need
a nd usefuln ess of a noth er ty pe of
leve r age a ppli ca bl e t o t he
pr opos al s a ff ec ting our e nvironm ent.
It is my belief that our environm ent would be much better
de fend ed if private citizens wer e
give n a much broader access to
th e court syst em. Th e public
right to environ me nta l quali ty
must be viewed similar to
private rights, capable of direct
evalua tion on the merits of the
case. fr e e from excessive
deference to decisions and
records made by the very
agencys' whose actions are being
calIed to task. Surely, those
seeking relief on behalf of public
rights. simply as members of the
public are entitled to clean air,
water a nd other common
resources.
This right of private citizen
action is neither recognized nor
enforced by the court system.
Courts feel constrained by: the
absence of a theory that citizens
have rights to environmental
quality; a concern that courts are
not equipped to adjudicate those
rights; and " traditional sense of
limited review of administrative
action . feeling a s pecial deference
to administrative experitse.

However , t he t ru e esse nse of
e n vironm e n ta l law is t he
recogni t ion of citizens' rights,
e nforcea ble by law, to environm entally so und plan ni ng.
pr ov idin g p ublic cit ize ns a
mea nin gful ro le in determi ning
t heir environmental future. The
opportu ni ty for a citizen to
obta in a hea r ing and receive
honest consider ation wit h regard
to environ mental proposa ls is
im portant and t he jud icial foru m
should be ab le to give t hat citize n
access to the age ncy s ponsor in g
t he questioned pr oposa l. He
s houl d be given a n oppor t unity
to be heard and should be able to
r eq uir e gove rnm e n t or co r poration to res pond to his
qu es ti ons a nd to r e q uir e
justification for that proposa l
befor e a disin ter ested auditorwho ha s t he profess ional
respons ibility to decide con·
trover sies on t heir merits.
At present. t he courts have
granted two basic types of relief
to those affected by adverse
environme ntal actions. Monetary
damages are awarded for past 'o r
continuing harm. and preventive
relief is granted by injunctions
issued when sought by parties
who establish a significant interest that is likely to be
seriously threatened. unless the
proposed activity is abated. until
the mertis of the controversy can
be fully considered. The judge
must then be pursuaded that the
claim has merit. or he can deny
relief. It must be remembered
that the courts are availahle to
only one class of potential
litigants with standing to s ue
those who claim their private
rights are impaired .
(cont. on pg. 3)

-Amnesty
;How Do We Handle It?
by Michael B. Hare
Although America's Vietnam
invol vement terminat ed mon
tha n a year ago. t he complex a nc
emotiona l iss ue of am nesty fo r
draft evader s and deserters is
still wit h us.
Last week a subcommittee of
the House Judiciary Committee
he ld hea r ings to determine
whether or not the Committee
and ultimately Congress should
act on any of the nine measures
related to amnesty which are
now pending. The hearings ga ve
an opportunity for the airing of a

wide range of viewpoin ts from
spokes me n from t he Departments of Just ice and Defense.
me m be r s of Co ngr ess a nd
r eprese n ta ti ves of var ious
chur ch. civi l libe r t ies a nd
veter ans groups.
The Admin istration cu rr ently
favors absolu te opposition to a ny
amnesty for either draft evaders
or deserters while some proamnesty proponents fa VOl' unconditional amnesty for all t hose
sel f-alienated by Vietnam. A
(cont. on pg. 3)
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Scott Receives Outstanding Instructor Award
Un iversity Law School. Besides
assuming the role as one of our
more d istinguis hed professors,
Scott is also currently an
Assistant Professor at Maryland
University, Evening Division.
Apart from his involvement
in the academia, Scott is an
Assistant Vice President of the
Monumental Life Insurance
Company. Because this em·
ployment demands a thorough
know ledge of and daily contact
with commercial real estate
deve lopment and financing, he
finds that the dual roles of
professor and business executive

by Glo'ria Sodaro
The Evening Student Bar
Association has awarded William
J. Scott with its Outstand ing
Part time Instructor Award
An honors graduate of the
Un iversity of Maryland School of
Law, Scott received a Master of
Laws Degree from Harvard Law
Sc hool in 1970.
Scott's main interests lie in
business and real estate law. He
excelled in courses concerning
th e Uniform Commercial Code
while at Maryland, receiving
awards for his performance in

Sales and Commercial Tran·
sactions, as well as IJrizes for his
work in Trusts and Estates and
Federal Income Tax. While a
member of Mary land's Law
Review staff he wrote casenote
29 Md . L. Rev. 59 (1969).
At Harvard Scott LOok ad·
vantage of the University's
liberal interdepartmental course
offerings, and combined his law
courses with programs con·
ducted in the Harvard Business
School. His stud ies included a
study·project of the multifaceted
proble ms of converting a low
income housing proj ect into

condominiums. This undertaking
was a product of the combined
efforts of the Harvard College of
Des ign and t he Harvard
Engineering School, as well as
th e Business and Law Schools.
Scott's Harvard education
Culminated in a Masters Thesis
concerning land· use techniques
of small planned communities
such as Columbia, Maryland.
Before teaching at Baltimore
Law School, Scott taught at
various legal institutions. While
graduate
student
in
a
Massachusetts,
he
taught
research and writing at Boston

are comp lementary.
Civic· minded and community·
oriented, Scott is President of
the Loca l Civic Association. He
has joined the State Bar Com·
mittee to revise Article 21 as
pertaining to Condominiums. He
also serves on a committee
estab lished by his faculty
colleague, Maryland Securities
Commissioner Shapiro,
to
research and promote legislation
to protect real estate investors.
Enjoying h is position at
Baltimore and sincerely honored
that his teaching efforts are so
well appreciated, Scott ex ·
pressed his confidence in
Ba lt imore as a law school
command ing an increasingly high
standing among law schools.
"A lot of law schools are
living on their reputations, but
actually the dichotomies between
the prestigious law schools and
Baltimore Law are not that
great."

Attribuii~g much of the Law
School's improvement and in·
novations to Dean Curtis, Scott
stated that he looks forward to
remaining a part of "great spirit
and
enthusiasm
helping
Ba ltimore's
growth
and
reputation."

Bar Assoc.
(cont. from pg. 1)
Lawrence Joseph Ageloff
Robert Giacinto Blackford
Antonio Charles Bruce, Jr.
Michael Hart Davis
Ira J. Fine
Paul Terry Gilbert
Jana Theresa Guy
Neal Robert Haber
Mic hael Brent Hare
Kenneth Orrin Hassan
Jeff Neal Himmelstein
Charles Hollman
Uwe Lothar Jaeckel
John Edward Jelen
Robert Joel Lipsitz
Paul Luskin
E lizabeth Ann Malleson
Keith Houston Matney
Agatha Francis Matricciani
James Patrick Nolan
Lindsay Emily Schlottman
Charles Gabriel Shubow
Michael Norman Silver
Gloria Marie Sodaro
Robert Jay Steinberg
Clay Stuart
Robert Harold Wolf
Richard E. Zimmerman, Jr.
T he banquet was well at·
tended by students and fa cu.l.q(
with dancing, to the music of
"Fancy Colors."

BAR REVIEW SCHOOL

Washington D.C. 's Oldest & Most Experienced Bar Review School
Over 21,000 Nacrelli Students Are Members Of The Bar
LONG COURSE Starts March 7-April 27, 1974 in preperation for
District of Columbia. Maryland. Virginia. Pennsylvania. Multistate
Day Course - Thursday and Friday, 1:30 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to noon
Evening Course - Thursday and Friday, 6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. and Saturday 10 a.m. to noon
at Y . .".f ••_
The multistate
part
of
the
course
ends
March
29.
The
remainder
of
the
course
covering
all
the
genera11aw
sub/'ects
given
in
the
DI'st
.
t
M
i
d
V'
.
.
· Ba
..
.
.
.
riC,
aryan, Irglnla an d
Pennsy I vama
r examinations Will continue until April 27. All lectures are live.
·Stlldents may alter~ate ~y and evening sessions. Long .Course students will continue in the summer program. All of the Long Course subjects will be reviewed again in
the summer courses, including also the local laws of the District, Maryland and Virginia and five multiple choice tests.
·Students enrolled in the Long Course may attend any and all of the lectures offered throughout the summer program at no additional cost The fee for the Long
C~rse, including the summer course, is $220, plus a refundable deposit of $5.00 on classroom question books. A deposit of $125 enables the student to receive the law
summaries in advance. The fee SOLELY for the multistate part of the course is $125.00, including law summaries.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA COURSES
STANDARD DAVAND EVENING COURSES-JUNE 11 -JULY 25 1974
Day Course - Mondal/ through Friday from 1 :30 pm to 3:30 pm
'
Evening Course - Monday through Friday from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
INTENSIVE THREE·WEEK COURSES - JUNE 11 - JULY 2;and JULY 2..25,1974
Monday through Friday from 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm and 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm
ELEVEN~AY COURSE JULY 11 - JULY 25, 1974; Mon. through Fri.: ,three se ..lons
dally.
The FEE for any of the courses Is $220, plus $5 refundable deposit . Students may alternate day

and evening 18S1lonl.
MARYLAND COURSES
STANDARD DAY COURSE fro," 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm starts June 17 and ends July 25; the
EVENI NG COURSE, from 6:30 pm to ':30 pm .tarts June 11 and ends July 19.
CI..... are held Mon. through Fri. Starting July 15 through July 19, MarYland c .. sses
will also be held from ':30 pm to 10:15 pm.
INTENSIVE THREE·WEEK COURSE .tarts July 2 and ends July 25 . Classes are held dally,
1 :30 pm, 6:30 pm, and 8:30 pm, .. Indicated above.
The FEE for a ny of the courses h $220, Plu. a refundable $5 deposit. Students may Iiternate
day and I".nl"l ...slonl.
NACRELLI BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
1334 ''0'' STREET, N.W .
Telephone : (202) 347·7574
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

VIRGINIA COURSES
STANDARD DAY COURSE from 1:30 pm to 3 : 30 pm start. June 17 and ends July 25; the
EVENING COURSE, ,from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm starts June 11 and ends July 19.
C .... es are held Monday through Friday. Starting June 24 through July 12, Virginia
classes will al50 be held 8:30 pm to 10:15 pm.
INTENSIVE COURSES -JUNE 11 -JULY 12;and JUNE 24 -JULY 22,1974
C .... es are held Monday through Friday from 1 :30 pm, 6:30 pm and 8:30 pm, as
Indicated above.
The FEE for any of the courses Is $220, PIUS $5 refundable depo.lt. Students may alternate day
~nd

evening lesllonl.

PENNSYLVANIA COURSES
STANDARD DAY COURSE from 1 :30 pm to 3:30 pm starts June 26 and ends July 25; the
EVENING COURSE, from 6:30 pm to 8 : 30 pm starts June 11 and ends JulY 10.
ELEVEN~AY COURSE - JULY 11 • July 2ii.- Monday through Friday, twice dally.
The FEE for any of thl courses Is $150.00, plus a refundlble $5 deposit.
MULTISTATE COURSES
DAY COURSE - June 28 -:-'JUIY 25 from 1:30 pm to 3 :30 pm. EVENING COURSE from
6:30 pm to ':30 pm June 11 -July e. Monday through Friday.
ELEVEN~AY COURSE - July 11 - July 25. Twice dally.
The FEE for any of the oou ..... Is $125, plus $5 refundable depOSit. Additional lubject.
prorated.
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Women and the "Misfortunes" of Law

This board examined about
16,000 cases and granted full
pardons to 1523. There has never
been ge neral amnesty granted to
scholars, which supposed ly were draft evaders and there was no
ex planations for this com· amnesty granted during the
paritively meager percent Kor ean War.
represented by the fair sex. ThE
A review of t he positions
illustrative comment types which taken by t hose favoring un follow are in sequence r efl ecti ng conditional amnesty a nd t hose
In the writer's opinion, the who absolutely stand against
general
degr ee of val idit y amnesty leaves one with the
embodied in the comments feeling that neither side has
commencing with "much" and come to grips with the central
ranging to "none. '.
issue of the problem and that is
1. Women Marry, Have Children the extent to which the citizen
and Retire from the Profession. owes a duty to the state to obey
There appears to be at least a - the laws and how to properl y
sound r-ational basis for th is object to those laws which he
view. Skepticism with respect to fee ls are wrong. Henry Thoreau
women entering law school may advocated civil disobedie nce to
emanate form the relationship of unjust laws but emphasized that
this comment heading to the one wou ld ha ve to pay the
traditional role of the man as a conseq uence of his action even if
family's bread winner. If but one it meant imprisonment. - a course
admissio n open in g was avai labl e which some who strongly opin law school, and a man and pesed the war chose.
woman
applicant
eq uall y
Considering the number of
qualified, it would seem unfair to persons in volved, it would seem
deny admission to the man, that the most equita ble method
t hereby in theory penalizing a 'for dealing with t he problem
family, while granting adm ission wou ld be the reestablishment of
to the woman who might well a review board. Certain I" some
drop out thereafter for reasons of
resisted the draft or deserted
marriage, family, etc. This of
based on
mitigating circourse is not an absol ut e
cumatances whi ch would merit

Crucible of Clay
by Clay Stuart

It does not require any
element of super-cognizance to
know that historically, on a
national basis, women comprise a
very small part of the legal
profession. Particularly in a
column of abbreviated length, it
is not possible to cover all
thoughts believed relevant in th
subject area; however, a few
observations come to mind. In
years past, a number of comments have been encountered,
made not by lawyers or legal

(cont. on pg. 7)

Amnesty
kont. fr?m pg. 1)

\

I
l

mor e
moderate
approach,
represented by Se nator Robert
~1%[t, Jr ., and former Secretary
of Arm y Robert P. Froehlke ,
favor conditional a mn esty at
least for draft evaders.
A lthou g h
the
amnesty
question is one currently charged
with emotio n and lik ely to elicit
heated debate , it is importa nt
that the issue be exam in ed
factually and objectively in order
to ar ri ve at an intelligent
solutuion.
As of June, 1972, 292 men
were in prison for violation of the
Selective Service Act; 5656 were
under indictment including 4600
listed as fugitives; 6069 cases
were being investigated by the
FBI; and 2513 cases were under
internal Selective Service review
before referral to the U.S. Attorney. Between Jul y, 1966 and
Jul y, 1971 the P e ntagon
classified 354,427 me n as
deserters with 324,168 returned
to duty leav ing approximately
30,000 still at large_ Thus between those charged with
desertion and those with various
violations of Selective Service
provisions, a substantial number
of young Americans have been
charged with violating the laws
of this country and remain with
their
ultimate
disposition
unknown. Their only current
course of action is to surrender
themselves and face criminal
charges.
Amnesty comes from the
Greek word "amnestia" which
meant forgetfulness or oblivion,
not forgiveness . It is generally
consider"d today to mean an act
by
which
a
government
overlooks a crime committed bv

a person or group of persons
usually in connection with
political offenses and usually
before trial or punishment.
General amnesty includes all
classes of offenders and particular amnesty is limited to
s pec ial groups. Th e r e are
degrees of amnesty ranging from
absolute where no conditions or
req uireme nts are placed on the
grant to co nditional amnesty
wh ich reqllires some service or
penalty.
In United Sta tes history
there have been 34 separate
incidents of amnesty beginning
in
1795
with
George
Was hin gton's pardon of participants in the Whiskey
Rebellion. In 1863, President
Lincoln g ran ted conditional
amnesty to Confederate soldiers
who pledged loyalty to the Union
and in 1865, he granted conditional amnesty to Union
deserters who agreed to return
to their units to fulfill their
origina l terms of service.
Alt hough in 1868, President
Andrew Johnson set a precedent
for general absolute amnesty
when he granted it to all Confederates, absolute amnesty has
been sparingly used. In 1924,
President Coolidge provided
amnesty to deserters of World
War I but only to those who
deserted after November 11,
1918; and in 1933, President
Roosevelt granted amnesty to
1500 persons convicted of
viola tions of draft and espionage
laws during World War I who
had completed their sentences.
[n 1946 , President Truman
estab lish ed the President's
Amnesty Board to examine on an
individual basis, cases of those
persons convicted of violating
the Selective Service Act of 1940.

amnesty or pardon whil e others
may be totally undeserving of
any amnesty. In any event, short
of granting a blanket amnesty or
absolutely refusing any a mnesty,
an amnesty review board would
provide returning evaders/ deserters an opportunity for a
review of th e ir individual case
and an opportun ity to avoid the
harsh consequ ences of their act.
Judgin g from last week's
hearings, how ever, the likelihood
of such a proposal seems far from
reality in the near future.

Environment
(cont. from pg. 1)
Courts ha ve enjoined projects
for violation of expressed
provisions of a given statute.
How ever, this makes relief
depend en t on the presence or
absence of some legal sta nd ard

which may have nothing to do
with the issue at hand. Meanwhile, so me projects a re
needlessly delayed while others
deserving challenge move a head
simply because there is no law
permitting the merits to be
heard. Courts ha ve also enjoined
projects where agencies have not
fulfilled
procedural
requirements. But here aga in ,
t he court limits itself to
procidural failings, not focusing
on the problem of the attitude,
but on the legality, of the ad ministrative actio n. The last area
a court wi ll commonly hea r
concerns
a rbitr ary
a nd
capricious cond uct on the part of
the body proposing t he action.
H oweve~, a ny agency
who
follows the sta ndard and
requir ed practices that can
produce the proper and conve ntional report supporting the
proposed ac tion will almost
always be able to prevail against
citizen challenge. Thereby, t he
issue of inadequacy of conventional agency acted conventionall y a nd not arbitrari ly or
ca priciousl y. It must appear t hat
the agency action is, in effect,
malicious and illegal.
The judicial syste m has
avoided environmental matters
for what seems to boil down to
two reasons. One, if the courts
consider only 'merits' of a case,
th ey fear t hey will assume the
role of public policy making, a job
better suited to
legislatures,
and, two, they fesl they lack the
competence and expertise to
decide technical issu es . Th ese
reasons are presently in va lid
ones for avoiding an area where
the hand of the court system is
very much needed.
First, the courts would be
asked for no more expertise than
is needed for any other type of
matter. Th e court would only be
asked to determine wheth er the
parties ha ve effectively borne
the burden of proving t hat wh ich '
they assert, and to understand
t he ev id ence J)resented. Judges
presently decide damages which
ar e environm ental decisions, in
retrospect. It is now being
suggested that courts make
enviro nm ental decisions before

the fact, and before there is any
damage done. T here is no apparent difference between the
level of co mpeten ce required for
one type of decision, over the
other.
Secondly, no one is asking the
co urts to make public policy, or
eve n to repeal any statutory
policy in contra vention of so und
legislative policy. Th ey are
merely being asked to assure
public policy is made and en ·
forced rationally ; and in keepi ng
with the democratic process. In
regards to usurpation of the
legislative function, the cou rts
should be able to test official
age ncy plans aga inst policies
articulated from ot her sou rces.
and be able to wit hhold approval
of s uch official plans at odds with
a duly pr ese nt ed alternative
plan(s). If a court s hould find a
proposal at odds with an environmenta lly sound proposal ,
that court should be ab le to
,vithhuld approva l until and
unless the matter is sent to a
legislative forum for decisive
action.
By enjoining th e conduct of
the government agency, or
private industry, the court
thrusts upon those with the best
access to the legislature, the
burden of obtaining legil ative
action. The judicia) system would
certain ly not be usurping
legislative policy making and
prodding legislatures to operate
",tn open considerations of
important issu es.
There are severa l in disputable benefits in allowing a
court to e njoin adverse environm e ntal proposals. S uch
s uits would reveal and promote
attention to the press and would
alert citizens that an issue is
arisi ng which deserves their
attention. Courts wou ld be able
to call attention to the impact of
proposed programs and be ab le .
to send the agencies to the
legislatures for more de tail ed
policy statements whi ch would
serve among other t hings, to
force legislators to ed ucate
themse lves on environm ental
issues. By so. doing, the courts
would, in effect, serve to gather
and feed information back into
(cont. on pg. 11)
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Legal Rights and Humanitarianism
\

The conscience of the legal
profession is finally being
stimulated, as seen by the
relatively recent trend by some
lawyers towards working with
social, civic, or environm ental
groups, and an effort has begup
to provide protection of constitutional and statutory rights
for those unprivileg ed and
unaw are victims of our society.
One situation that has come
to my attention is the attack on
stale faciliti es housing the invo lu ntarily institutionalized.
Certai n members of the legal
profession have recogn ized that
many of the citizens stored in
mental institutions are being
deprived of 'their constitutional
rights' and have joined together
with mental health professionals
in an effort to use legal means to
improve the care of the mentally
handicapped and disturbed.
The institutions which are
being attacked are the publicly
financed inst itutions, not the
private hospitals which provide
comfortab le accomodations and
attentive treatment to those who
can afford t.o pay the fe es. (One
private hospital in the Baltimore
area charges in excess of $100
per day .) Some residents of the
public
institutions
come
voluntarily, but others, incl uding
the mentally retarded, have been
involuntarily committed by their
[~mi l ies or civil authorities.
Charges by th e lawyers r un
the gamut, from t he inhumane
and depressing living conditions
of which the inmates are subjec ted, to th e poor ly trained and
over burdened non-professional
staff.

A right to treatment for those
involuntar ily committed to
me ntal hospit a ls was first
proposed in 1960 by Dr. Morton
Birnbaum but it wasn't until 1970
that the right to treatment
argument was successfully used
in a court case, and this resulted
in sparking the conscience and
interest of the 'mental helath
law yers'.
The case, brought on behalf 01
the inmates of Bryce Hospital, a
large state mental hospital in
Alabama, came as a class action
in the name .of Ricky Wyatt and
"for all others similarily
situated", a nd involved the
diminish in g leve l of care
prov ided by the state. District
Court Judge Frank Johnson Jr.
was sufficiently convinced that
the treatment program was
inadequate and ruled that "to
deprive any citizen of his or her
liberty upon the altruistic theory
that the confinement is for
huma ne therapeutic r easons and
then fai l to provide adequate
treatment violates the very
fundamentals of due process."
The Wyatt decision not only
drew atte ntion to the mental
hospitals , but also to the
situation of the institutionalized
mentally retarded, most of which
. have been sentenced to indeterminate confinement in
asy lums where they are stripped
of their rights as human beings.
The retarded are usually
denied affection or dignity, fed in
asse mbly lines, washed in carwash like mann er, and used in
varied experiments. At Partlow
State School and Hospital in
Alabama, it. was found that

training was done with the use of
cattle prods, inmates were
treated as being totally incapable
of learning and developing, and
one inmate was found kept in a
wooden cage while awake, Dr.
Phillip Roos of the National
Association
for
Retarded
Children best sums up the atmosphere and its affect as
"dehumanizing, fostering
deviancy, generating selffulfilling prophecies of parasitism
and helplessness conditions
which
are
hazardous
to
psychological integrity, to
health , and eve n to life,"
The issue of right to treatment is presently before the
Court of Appeals for the Fifth
two cases, Governor
Circuit
George Wallace's appeal of
Judge Johnson's decision in
Wyatt on the grounds that no
Federal Court has the power to
tell the state how to allocate its
r eso urces and a recent Georgia
case in which a District Court
judge ruled against the constitutional right to treatment are
combined for the court's
dettrmination.
Although the constit utional
issue is presently up in the air,
recent court decisions indicate a
leaning by the courts in fa VOl' of
the incarcerated. Some of these
decisions are: that indefinite
confinement of a mentally
retarded person found in compe tent to stand trial is a
violation of his right to due
process; that an institutionalized
patient's "co nsent" to experimenta'l brain surgery is not
legally valid because of the
inher ently coercive atmosphere
of the institution; and t.hat
sterilization operations can't be
performed on inmates of mental
institutions unless they are
safeguarded by constitutional
protections.
Maryland has not freed itself
from criticism, although the state
has
some
comprehensive
laws(one which came into effect
October 1973)
concerning
committment and/ or admission
policies, observation periods, and
time limits for notices of intention to leave, or if such
departure is contested, the
procedural requirements for
bringing the case before a judge.
Even though the State has
provided progressive legislation,
some public hospitals' treatment
of patients is still questionable
and the Justice Department has
decided to bring suit against
Rosewood Hospital (the first case
brought in the name of the U.S.
Government) on charges of
depriving th e inmates of their

constitutional rights.
The fight now, in which
professional organizations are
joining - including the ABA with
its Commission of the Rights of
the Mentally Disabled and the
Mental Health Law Project, is to
break down the big institutions
and r eplace them with smaller
ones, nursing homes and halfway
houses-institutions that would be
able to treat patients with human
dignity, not like animals.
The need is to provide
alternatives which are closer to
non -institutional life so that
eventually patients will be ready
to re-enter society, right now
ma ny who are released are
frightened and unprepared for
what lies ahead.
The mental health lawyers
are doing a great job, but the
, pressure must be kept up. There
is a need now for lawyers who
will specialize in the field, br.i ng
test cases and educate the public,
the
legislatures,
and
Co ngressional
co mmitte es.
Although ACLU and Legal Aid
handle some of these cases, they
a r e in no way adequately
eq uippec( to do " comprehensive
job. It , is for this reason that I
believe the Law School should
take the initiativ"e to get involved.
I propose for administrative
and facu lty consideration, the
possibility of creating a seminar
on the rights of mental patients
or one concerned with the rights
of inmates in the different state
institutions such as pl'lSlOnS,
mental hospitals, homes for the
retarded, etc.

Such a course could be offered in two phases, the first part
co nsisting
of
theoretical
development and research into
the problem, with group
discussion and problem solving;
the second part consisting of an '
internship period with the
organizations now representing
these citizens (such as the ABA's
Commission of the Rights of the
Mentally Disabled and the
Mental Health Law Project,
Legal Aid, Public Defender's
Office, the Project and Practicing
Law Institute, Prisoner's Aid,
and Prisoner's Information).
An opportunity of this
nature, an opportunity for the
Law School and law students to
get in on something that is still in
its infancy, yet almost certain to
flourish, is something that should
not go unnoticed.
The chance to offer students
an experience in a facet of legal
inquiry so new and also so
personally rewarding does not
come often.
The time is right fo~ legal
training and humanitarianism to
work' hand. ·in hand.
-.....

Women In Law
Conference
The Student Bar Association
will send a representative to the
conference for women in law, in
Texas the weekend of March 2931.
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by M. Me Donough

The Motorist and the President
[With apologies to Lewis Carroll]
The sun was shining on the sea,
Shining with all his migh t;
He did his very best to make
The billows smooth and bright
And this was odd. becau se it was
The middle of the night.

•
coming to?"

"Now what's the country
The gas-less legions cried:
"We give and give, and never get,
You'd think we have no pride."
"The Seventh Crisis has been met."
Their President replied.
"In sixty-eight. I came ag ain
Within the public view,
And Law and Order was the plank
That first brought me to you.
The plumbing thieves of Watergate
__ Shouid show what I can do.
"We quickly apprehended them,
And gave them speedy trial.
We quashed their pleas of innocent
(I made a flat denial)
And now the subject should be shut:
I find the topic vile."
"Now, wait a sec'." the drivers said.
As they queued up for fu el,
"We'd like to hear about the tapes
That caused your presen t duel.
And how you keep your taxes down.
When ours are high and cruel."
..... Now. let me say abou t the tapes,
That I can see no wrong
In making tape recording s of
Some White House birds in song.
And keeping these record in gs safe
At home. where they belong.
"The Presidential Privilege
Has been invoked before
To make our Nation more secure
(The year was Eighteen-four).
And so I use it on the tapes
To keep us out of war.
"You ask about my taxes. past.
The payments may seem lean.
But. private papers are 0 f note,
As is my ice machine.
(This prying in my private life
I find somewhat obscene.)
"You pay your taxes for my health;
My gratefulness, I show,
By jetting off to Florida
And thus evading snow
(Because I am, of course. you see.
A man that's on the go.)"
The motorists. they sh-ook their heads
And moved ahead one space.
"How well our President can speak
Wi th such aplomb and grace.
His answers are so clean and neat.
A smile upon his face .
"0. tell us one more tim e ," said th ey.
(Such dunderheads are we)
"About your great advancements in

Your Foreign Policy,
And how you brought about anew.
The Hands Across the Sea."
The Modest Man inclined his head.
He said, "I had a Plan
To end the war in Viet N am.
And bring home every man.
(I put it in my platform just
to help me as I ran)
"But, bit by bit, I brough t them back,
And settled on the terms
By sending Hank to Gay Paree
With resolutions firm,
And left behind the Vietnamese,
to serve as food for worm s
"And ... well, you know tha t Pat and I
Have never traveled much,
And thus, we always yearned to see,
And feel, and taste, and touch
The grandeur of the other lands,
The China Wall, and such.
"So, when the opportunity
Arose to make detent
We touk a jet and followed Hank
To where it was our won t
To drink our oriental tea,
and come home looking gaunt."
The drivers clapped their hands at length,
Then said "We'd like to hear
About our stocks of gaso line
And how we'll fare this year.
And whether we will go to war
With Farther East or Near.
"We spend our nights asleep in line,
Our arms around the pump,
And all because our gaso lene
Supplies are in a slump.
So. we would really like to know
When you'll get off your rump."
"I wish that I could find a way
To put to rest your fear.
Although I know the pro blem could
Go on for many years."
The President inclined h is head.
An aide spoke in his ear.
A toothy smile began to form
Beneath the heavy brow.
The President began to speak.
"I think that I know how ...
The Czar suggests that I proclaim
The Crisis over now!"

•

"It seems a shame." the Walrus said.
"To play them such a trick
After we've brought them out so far
And made them trot so quick"
The Carpenter said noth ing but.
"The butter's spre~d too thick."
"I weep for you." the Walrus said,
"I deeply sympathise"
With sobs and tears he sorted out
Those of the largest size.
Holding his pocket-handk erchief
Before his streaming eyes.
"0 Oysters." said the Carpenter.

"You've had a pleasant run!
Shall we be trotting hom e again-"
But answer came there none
And this was scarcely od d because,
They'd eaten everyone.

High Cost of Justice
by Paul Luskin
As many lawyers see it, the
impact of Watergate on the
image of the legal profession is
little short of disaster. Of 25 men
convicted or under indictment on
chages
connected
with
Watergate, eleven are or were
la wyers. Those eleven furthermore account for more than
half the nineteen accused men
who are considered key figures
in the Watergate case. It is no
wonder that a sense of unease is
developing among many lawyers
as they look at their profession
and its place in the nation.
Legal historians have shown
that the role of lawyers has been
expanding with the growth of the
Government, ever since the
founding of the nation. However,
it was th e advent of the New
Deal in th e 1930's that growth
be came runaway. Mounting
federal inter vention, first in
economic areas, then to social
problems, has shaped th e legal
profession perhaps more than
any other factor in recent
decades. For example, lawyers
that drafted reform legislation
often st ayed on to administer the
new laws. Legal staffs gradually
took over some of th e F ederal
agencies. such as th e F ederal
Trade Commission which has 515
attorneys - one third of its tota l
payroll. Law schools are jammed
and a pplications for admission
ar e at an all time high , with
about 85,000 applicants competi n g for 37 .654 op e ning s
nationally. The result is that
lawyers are proliferating much
th a n
the
ge ne r a l
fas ter
~ opulation. The Ameri can Bar
Ass oci at ion comm ittee has
wa rned would-be lawyer s t hat a
; hor tage of pos it io ns could
develop in some "traditional
fields of lega l practice or in some
geographic ar eas." At the latest
count. about 35 percent of
lawye r s are in ind iv idua l
practice. a nd 34 percent were in
law fi rms. About 11 percent were
in the Governm ent a nd 10
per cent ar e in private ind ustry.
Questions ar e being raised

concerning the 'high cost of
justice' and the prevailing
standards of ethics. The Soaring
legal costs are putting legal help
beyond the reach of millions of
Americans. Despite the growing
army of attorneys, it has been
estimated that a majority of
citizens have never consulted one
because of the prohibitive fees of
the lawyers in the area.
To increase the availability of
legal aid to the middle class legal
reformists are beginning to rely
heavily on prepaid legal service
programs. of whch about 2.500
already are in operation around
the country. Subscribers to such
plans pay a regular premium for
specified services. ranging from
50 cents to $10 a month.
Depending on the type of plan,
the subscriber can use any
lawyer in his community or ma ke
a selection from a more limited
group of participating attorneys.
A California law firm that
organized a prepaid service in
1970 now is und er retainer to 30
labor unio·ns. credit unions, and
other organizations with about
42 .000 me mbers. If these
programs continue to grow at the
present r ate. it is estimated that
50 percent of t he lawy ers and
nearly 70 percent of th e public
will be participating within t en
years.
Program s like t his a r e
necessary to reach out a nd give
legal aid to th e middle and lowe r
income class who norma lly co uld
not afford that aid. Lawyer s.
pa r t icul a rl y th e yo ung. a r e
acknowl edged to be doing an
increasin g amount of pro bon o
publi co work in thi s
howeve r . it is g e
I
described as mainly con '
f
free ser vices to t he I
what are know n as 'c1as
ai med at social problem '
racia l inj ustice or envin
top ics. Tn t he fut ur
leaders hope t hat a
number of lawyers each
improve t he availability
ser vices a nd at the sam
redu ce the cost to th e pu u..
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your representative .
EVE\ING
SCHOOL
\ssnClATION NEWS:

BAR

Th e e le ctions
for
the
rcprC'senta ti ves a nd executive
uffi('e rs of th e Evening School
flar Association for th e academic
year 1974-75 will be he ld April
22, 23 and 24. Nominations will
be accepted up to and including
April 11. 1974. Nominations
~ h v uld 1](' a simp le s tateme nt
S la ting
a req ue st to be
nominated for a s pecific position eith er as a re prese ntative, or as
an exe cutive officer. Each
nomination should be signed hy
th e nomin ee, and shou ld also
contain the signature of five dues
paying mf'mbers. Nominations
ca n be subm itted at the SBA
office, or to any current
representati ve . Your
par ticipation in the future of the
ESBA is needed, a nd requested_
The used book store has a
supply of Gilberts Law Summaries in most of the courses
offered this semester. Come up
and check it out. We may have
what you'll need . Also, please
keep in mind that the future of
the store depends on whether or
not you bring in your used books
for resale. Hopefully, the book
store will become an integral
part of your student body
organizations.
For those of you who were
pres~, at the banquet, I hope
your evening was as enjoyable as
mine. From all the opnions I have
received, no one went away
dissatisfied . My wife and I hope
to participate in future banquets
(as alumni), and hope to see some
familiar faces next year.
By the time this issue is out, I
hope that the entire evening
student body will have received
his or her copy of the evening
honor code. Please read it. Efforts are being made to create a
new code for both day and
,'vening schools, which hopefully
will be presented for your approval before the end of the
school year, or by the beginning
of the fall semester, 1974. It is
my belief tha t this is the one area
where both day and evening
stud ents ca n and should have one
('ommon code. The only difference at present are basically
procedural and not substantive.
Also the Evening School Bar
Association will be presenting
for your reti;i , ation some
ehanges in the evening Constitution. These changes will be
presented to you in the near
future for your consideration
prior to elections. A special ballot
sheet will be provided for you to
s ue on the election dates in
reference to these proposed
changes.
If you have any request or
questions, please contact me, or

Th a nk you,
John Gf'iss, President
Eveni ng School Bar Associa ion

Dea r S ir:
In response to Mr . Lor elli 's
article, I would lik e to ex plain, in
part. why e nvironm e ntalists
have felt the need and r es pon ' ibility to fi g ht for banning the
use of DDT.
I must con cede that DDT has
done a beaut iful job fighting
malaria a nd other water -borne
diseases. How ever, Mr. Lorelli
does not indicate that th e parties
responsible for lobbying the ban
into law based their position, not
on breast-beating l:,leeding heart
rhetoric but on an in depth
analysis of DDT's risks and
benefits to t he United States.
Furthermore,
the
study
highlighted the fact that DDT
residues are high, the incidence
of insect· borne disease is
re latively low, and more environmentally benign substitutes
for insect control are available at
prices farmers can afford to pay.
DDT has been the primary
target of pesticide critics for two
reasons. It was, prior to banning,
the most widely used pesticide
a nd its residues were the most
persistent in the environment.
Once DDT is released, it is
carried by air and water from
site application to all parts of the
world, and is virtually uncontrollable. It has been found in
the polar ice cap and the depths
of the oceans, as well.
DDT is persistent and retains
its poisoning power many years
after its release. It accumulates
in the fatty tissues of man and
animals and increases its concentration as it passes up the
food chain where one organism
becomes food for another. DDT
has been shown to be a carcinogen (cancer producer) and an
inducer of fetal mortality in test
animals. Finally, it is a crude
pesticide killing good insects as
well as bad, and has been shown
to hasten the development of
resistance and secondary outbreaks among pests. .
Because a substance has
shown beneficial qualities, it is
neither scientific nor is it intelligent to retain its use in the
face of such damning evidence.
The United States has the money
and the technologica1expertise to
produce and market a safe
pesticide, and an effective one.
We owe it to ourselves and to
unborn generations to cease
recklessly destroying the atmosphere with chemicals that
will
ultimately
do
more
cumulative damage then its short
term benefits justify.
Jennifer B. Bodine

TITLE
INSURANCE
and JUDGMENT
REPORTS
Our Owners' or Mortgagee
Title Insurance policies are
available to you and your clients
,

in the following:

Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of
Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Maryland, MiSSissippi, New Jersey, New Mexico,
North CarOlina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West
Virginia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

Since 1884

An '1fIililte of Fidelity & Deposit Com Piny of MlrJland

st. Paul & lexington Sts., Baltimore, Md. 727·3700
406 Mercantile Towson Building, Towson, Md. 825-4435
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University Senate
Report
by Tony Bruce .
The University Senate
Appointed Carol Murray and
Professor Eugene Davidson to
the eight member Student
Affairs Committee. The Senate
also referred to it a proposed
"Policies and Rules for Students"
drawn by Dean of Students
McDivitt and Sam Puleo. The
proposal deals with conduct on
and off campus and the discipline
and procedures which the
University shall administer. The
present policy of the School of
Law is that academic matters are
subject to the Honor Code and
that the Honor Court is competent to deal with them, but
that disciplinary matters are
solely within University competence.
Meyer Simon and Professor
Malcolm Steele were appointed
to th e nine member Academic
Calendar Committee which is
concerned with a proposal to
have the undergraduate calendar
coincide with the law school
calendar.

The joint executive committees of the student bar
associations appointed Jana Guy,
Kathleen Sweeney, and Meyer
Simon to the University Forum.
The Forum meets at the call of
the President. It s function is the
dissemination of ideas.
The administration has
agreed to remove some of the
unused desks from the third floor
classrooms of Charles Hall. This
represents the first step in the
recognition of the overcrowding
problem which exists in both the
day and night divisions. This
recognition is necessary to
provide t he justification for a
new law school facility. With the
University losing it s first two
years of undergraduates, more
classrooms formerly used by
them will become available for
law faculty and classroom space.
As long as these areas can be
juggled, the Board of Trustees of
the State Colleges will not approve a new facility, even though
they certainly do not offer op·
timal study conditions.

Official Success

(cont. from pg.

The notation on the ad poster
had claimed, "State Bar
Association study: Maryland Bar
Review best 87%; next is
Modern, 60% approximately,"
and, "49 out of 50 Maryland law
school grads passed first time."
The na mes of tw o r epresentatives of Maryland Bar Rev iew
wer e also inked on the suspect
posters, one an evening la w
student here. David Levin, of
that firm, denied knowledge of
the source of the figures, saying
they were "not a uthorized ." He
said,
"I
regret
any
misrepresentation as to Modern"
and "any incon venie nce or
misinformation caused by that
statement,"
although,
he
asserted, the 87% claim was
accurate.
BRI/ Modern states that a
raw statistic of "over 70%" was
correct, although questioning the
uttiity of such scores because of
co llateral factors. Another
source there remembered that
the state bar group had
originally indicated only a
"fractional" difference between
the figures for the two firms.
Ronald Shapiro, associated with
Modern, declined any comment
as inappropriate to his instructor's role here.

Orientation '74 Revealed
by Joseph T. Williams
A ::;eeting was held by Dean
Curtis, Df'an Bu ~ eke, and
Professor Da vidsori to discuss
- the Orientation programs of
previous years, outline the
proposed structure for next ye.ar,
and attempt to incorporate the
experience of the students
present with the goals of the
administration into a viable and
useful introduction to the study
of law.
Dean Buddeke first t hanked
Kathy Sweeney and Bart Walker
for their work on the 1973
committee, then revealed the
plans for 1974. The day and
evening
schools
will
be
separated, and divided into two
sections, to eliminate the inconveniences caused by the time
differences, and each section will
be assigned a teacher, which will
lower the teacher-student ratio.
The course will last five days,
from Friday to Friday, with an
exam on Saturday.
In response to Dean Buddeke's questions about the texts
and the use of student counsellors, a wide range of comments were heard. One student
felt his week of Orientation was
the most valuable single week he
had had in school, while others
were considerably less than
thrilled with their own.
The final exam was tne
subject of an interesting
discussion. While some of last
year's counsellors felt it
necessary to teach from the
exam which had already been
prepared, others were not aware
it had been completed. The
question was thus prompted,
whether it is necessary to have a

final test at all. While it is true
that it provides an impetus to
learn some preliminary material,
it was observed that in many
cases the grade was a poor indication of the student's
knowledge, and tended to encourage the student to learn
what would enable him to pass it
rather than what will help him in
school.
What the, . Dean Buddeke
asked, is the purpose of an
orientation? Is it to be an intreduction to the law, or a period
of familiarization to law school?
Prof. Davidson felt that the
neophite law student needs a
bl'oad overview of the law itself,
while some of the students took a
more practical approach, and
insisted that a course in "law
school" would be more helpful. It
was suggested that more attention be focused on the writing
. of briefs, the demands and
nuances of individual teachers,
and the exact location and
purpose of reference material,
than upon principles of law.
The lack of an explanation or
even a copy of the Honor Code
was cited by a first year student
as a singular deficiency of the
1973 program. This omission is
understandable, but has been
and will be the cause of many
problems for some students.
Fortunately, some time is
already slated for the Honor
Code in 1974.
Casting aside the cloak of
objectivity, and streaking to the
heart of the matter, I feel that a
stark look at reality will lead to
some
naked
conclusions.
Orientation should be an introduction to law school, and law

Clay

~)

school can be an introduction to
law.
The Honor Code must be
stressed far more than it has in
t he past. The terror some
students feel at the thought of
ha ving to trust their fellows is an
indication of its necessity.
Orientation is the first taste of
the law for many students.
Perhaps a greater emphasis on
the moral aspects of the
profession will not affect anyone
or change anything, but I feel
that it certainly is worth a try. A
lawyer is far more than a person
who knows the law, and
beginning students should be
aware of the reasons why.

(cont. from pg. 3)
situation; many women are
themselves heads of households
and others remain active in the
profession after marriage.
2. Most Women Do Not Rea lly
Want To Be Lawyers.
This explanation also appears
to be among the more valid. As
to t he reaons in volved, t hey are
no doubt quite ' numerous and
varied; preference to be wives
and moth ers, preference for
other occupational fields , belief
that there is little chance for
success in law, background,
eco nomic circumstances, to
men tion just a few possibilities of
the many.
3. Women Are Too Emotional.
It is believed to be valid that ,
ge ner a ll y, women are mor e
e motional
than
men,
a
predominance of wh ich trait can
be problemsome in the study and
practice of law. Howe ver, a
presumption that ipso facto, all,
or nearly all women are not
suited to, or not capable of,
successfully studying and then
practicing in some area of law, is
at the very least, rebuttable.
4. Women Are Not Strong
Enough.
It would appear that strength
as pertaining to the rigors of law
study and practice encompasses
a good deal more than the
physical. Certain ly physical
strength and energy are factors
over the long term, however,
strength of character, conviction,
purpose, do not take a back seat
to the former type. As to the
physical, women are not so frail
and easily destructible so as to be
considered "poor risks" for the
profession for this reason alone;
this view is reinforced if any

LAW DAY

5. Women Are Not Smart
Enough.
This one was quite a
revelation for me. For many
yea rs I ha ve had the apparently
obsolete belief that intelligence
and aptitude for any vocation ar e
not all ocated by gender in ~,'me
predetermined fashion.
Throughout the foregOing
material, the intended approach
has been one of objectivity and
common sense. Said approach is
not meant to imply that all
women are s uited to study law,
or that different or preferential
criteria should be employed to
evaluate
aptitude
and
qualifications of women for the
profession; it is merely meant to
convey t hat such evaluations of
all individuals should be just
that, of individuals and that in
t hi s realm, stereotyping of
people can produce inequities.
In comparison to other
professions,
women
may
presently
hav e
greater
representation in law: those
women who competitively
demonstrate their aptitude for
law study, who follow through
with dedication of purpose,
shou ld have the opportunity to
increase that representation.
we wIii be able to produce an

School of Law Law Day project

excellent program. It is extremely important that we have

has

as

The University of Baltimore
been

approved

by

the

American Bar Association and
we have been awarded a grant
for our project. Unfortunately,
the grant was not what we
expected, but we still feel that

MG -

credence is given to various
statistics on longevity , which
fa VOl' wome~ (of course, they do
not ha ve to marry women
either.) Respecting t he other
previously mentioned types of
stre ngth, any presumptive inference that women as a group
are especially lacking in these
areas seems absurd: no doubt
some women are,
also some
men. some left ha nd ed a nd righ t
handed peo ple, some ta ll (a nd
short) peop le, etc.

JAGUAR -

AUSTIN -

many student volunteers
participating in the Law Day
program as possible. Therefore

anyone interested, please contact
the Student Bar Office for information and instructions.

JENSEN -

HEALY

British Imports
Ltd.
828-0010
"WE SELL AND SERVICE ALL
IMPORTED MOTORCARS"
"Discounts for students of University of Baltimore & Maryland Law Schools.
Immediate Financing
1028 York Road, Towson, Maryland
Exit 26 off Beltway
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Consumer Class Action
by Clay Stuart
In many situations in which a
consumer believes he or she has
been victimized by a fraudulent
or deceptive business act or
practice, effecting individual
redress through legal action can
pose difficulties. To obtain some
m('asure of satisfaction, the
aggrieved person must often rely
on assistance from one or more of
the following: The product
ma nufacturer or business firm
involved ; Better Business
Bureau; Independent consumer
assistance
organization;
Department of Consumer Affairs
of the state or locality; Consumer
Protection Division of a State
Attorney General's Office;
Federal Trade Commission; The
news media.
Where, however, a common
method of fraud or deception has
victimized thousands of consumers in the same way, the
very young concept oj' consumer
class actions could prove to be a
useful remedial approach in the
future.
In a class action, suit is
brought by one individual for
himself and for others similarly
situated, an approach which can
offer several advantages:
I. Should the consumers
prevail in their action, the cost of
research, investigation and legal
assistance is allocated among
those consumers participating in
the action, a benefit which circum vents an obstacle to individual action in many instances;
2. In some cases preliminary
hearing must be held to
determine whether a class action
is warranted. Despite the
potential limiting effect, such a
requirement also facilitates the
deferral of many costs, at least
until the viability of the action is
determined;
3. Whereas a government
agency has numerous cases to
investigate and pursue and IS
confronted with a variety of
problems in so doing, a particular
consumer class action focuses on
that one action. This seemingly
would facilitate the efficient and
ex peditious handling of the
e ffort:
4. To a given firm or even an
industry, the prospect of a
maintainable class action can be a
strong deterrent to the use of
questionable practices. As the
damages pote ntially awardable
in a class action can be extraordinarily large, one such
successful action is of more
preventive value for the future
than any threat of intervention
by a governmen t agency.
It would be unrea listic and
inaccurate to convey the lay
impression that consumer class
actions are miraculous curatives
free from' limitation s a nd
barriers.
Many of the legal ground
ru les applicable to class actions
may be found in Rule 23 of the
Federitl Rules of Civil Procedure,
some
potentially
limiting

provisions of which are summarized in the paragraphs which
follow .
To maintain a class action,
there must be a question of law
or fact common to the class and
the class must be so numerous as
to make joinder of all members
impracticable; claims or related
defenses of the representative
parties must be typical of those
a pplicable to the class and it
must
appear
that
the
representative parties will fairly
and adequately protect the interest of the class.
In addition to the foregoing
prerequisites, it must be shown
that separate actions by the
individual members of the class
might result in varying adjudications with respect to the
individuals or that adjudications
in such individual actions could
impair or impede the legal
position of other class members
not parties to such adjudications;
the class action must also be
shown to be superior to other
forms of action available for the
fair and efficient adjudication of
the controversy.
In
considering
the
requirements imposed by Rule
23, it should be noted that it has
been held that the plaintiff in a
class action bears the burden of
establishing the appropriateness
of class action treatment,
DeMarco v. Edens, 390 F. 2d 836
(1968); therefore when contemplating such class action, it
should be ascertained that at
least one memb er of the
proposed class has a cause of
action against the defendant as a
matter of f ubstantive law.
Also embodied in Rule 23 are
provisions which are administrative in nature , including:
The power of the court to
determine prior to a riecision on
the merits, whether the action
initiated will be maintained as a
class action. This can be accomplished through hearings,
utili za tion
of
discovery
processes,
evidentiary
proceedings, or review of briefs
submitted;
That each and every member
of the class shall receive the best
notice practicable in the cir-.
cumstances that he will be included in the class action and
subject to the judgment rendered therein unless he requests
by a speci'fied date, exclusion
from the action (i.e., the class
number must "opt out");
That a class action shall not
be dismissed or compromised
without the approval of the
court, and unless notice of such
proposal is given to all members
of the class.
Apart from the provisions
contained in Rule 23, if diversity
of citizenship does not exist.
between the representative
plaintiff and the defendant or a
federal questioL is not involved,
to
obtain
Federal
court
jurisdiction there must be in
controversy an amount of at least
ten thousand ($10,000.00) dollars
exclusive of interest and costs. In

the case of a consumer class
action, this requirement can be a
major obstacle, as it has been
held that even in a class action,
separate and distinct claims
could not be aggregated to
satisfy the jurisdictional amount,
Alvarex v. Pan American Life
Insurance Co., 375 F. 2d 992, 3
ALR Fed. 363, cert. den. 389 U.S.
827, 19 L.Ed. 2d 82, 88 S.Ct. 74.
Despite having potential

applicability only to cases where
a method of fraud or deception
has affected consumers in the
same way, and expected opposition from sectors of the
business community to its
growth, it should be realized that
the consumer class action as a
eoncept of redress is in its infancy; for it to prove a useful
form of action in the future, the
feasability of the approach must
be explored in the present.

The Public Contract Section of the ABA is still accepting student.
membership and participation on Section Committees.
.
The attached application may be turned in to the Student Bar Office for
Eugene Turner, Maryland Committee chairman.
Students in the University of Baltimore School of law are eligible
for State Professional Scholarships which have a value of up to $1,000.
They may be held for one year, and one-year renewals may be given.
Applicants must have been residents of Maryland for at least three
years, and must demonstrate definite financial need.
Applications must be filed by May 1, and are available now in the
Student Financial Aid Office. Approximately 35 University of
Baltimore law students have benefited from these scholarships in each
of the last two years.
NAME
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ST ATE _ _ _.....JZlP- I enclose _ _ _ _for the following: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

) Enrollment for one year in the Section of Public
Contract Law, $3.00
) I am not yet a member of the ABA Law' Student Divisio~,

and wish to join, since this is a prerequisite to
Section membership. $ 3 .00

Check as many as three 1Iommittees

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

Research and Development
Current Federa I Procurement Statutes
Patents, Technical ' Data and Copyrights
Bids and Protests
Boards of Contract Appeals
Committee ' on Environmental Law
Committee an Government Procurement
Congressional Reference Cases and Class Actions
Contract Adjustment Boards
Costs and Pricing
General Accounting Office Remedies
Judicial Review and Remedies
Profit I ncentives and Control '
) Renegotiation
) Securities and Exchange Commission
) State and Municipal Law
) Subcontractor Problems
) Truth-in-negotiation

Supreme
Court
by Stan Whiting
The optimistic predictions
voiced for the promise of cable
television over the last few years
have lately become increasingly
less enthusiastic. Among the
obstacles now recognized to this
new member of the telecommunications family is the
ultimate requirement for hefty.
long·term investment and extended amortization to sustain
its marKet. The Baltimore
metropolitan area, among others,
have
been
troubled
by
quarrelsome competition for
franchise licenses required by
local
governments,
and
allega tions of questionable
tactics in the struggle.
Against this backdrop of
economic and political trouble
lies the issue of who picks up the
tab for the use of a network's
signal when that signal is passed
along by "the cable" to another
viewing audience, potentially
numbering in the millions. The
problem is compounded by the
use of cable in cities where the
initial signal originates, such as
New York, where usual antenna
reception is hindered by tall
buildings and miscellaneous
other sources of interference.
Whether the Big Three commercial networks could, under
federal or common law copyright
law, exact dividends for the use
of their programs from cable
firms was the question answered ,
"no" by a six-man majority this
month in Teleprompter v-. G.B·S·
(43 LW 4323).
" , T~leprompter was sued by
CB\for passing on CBS' signals. _ _
in fiv'e areas, received by special
antennae and transmitted to
viewers by cable, often in con·
nection wit~ a microwave relay
system. CBS contended that this
unauthorized\~istribution of its
broadcasts was copyright infringefilent, as ' United Artists
T
had claimed five years ago in
Fortnightly, 392 U.S. 390. The
Court upheld cable's' right to
reach viewers deprived of
programs by diStance from
network transmitters, and CBS
here sought, without success, to
assert the distinguishing factors
of closer location of audiences
and geographic breadth of the
relay systems. The opinion of
Justice Stewart emphasized
plaintiffs failure to convince the
(('ont. on pg. 11)

We don't take a chance
with you r successl
Why should you?

We at Maryland Bar Review Course take the extra time a~d care to give ?ur
students the highest caliber of instruction, matenals a~d ~eachmg
technique available in preparing for the Maryland Bar ExammatlOn. Our
consistently high passing rate of successful candidates is our mark of excellence.

OUR SUCCESS IS YOUR SUCCESS
Register now for the June Course place.
The size of the class is limited. Reserve your
MARYLAND BAR REVIEW COURSE, INC.
Post Office BOl( 1144, Langley Park, Maryland 20787
Call: (301) 987-1187 (Baltimore exchange)
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MINUTES OF THE GENERAL S.B.A. MEETING
February 18, 1974

The meeting was held at the
Langsdale Auditarium. all SBA
Executive Cammittee members
present. The SBA President
called the meeting to' arder at 4PM.
Student attendance was very
paar. Many impartant matters
were listed an a well published
agenda and active student
participatian was required to'
salve same af these questians ar
at least get the cansensus af the
majarity. Neither task cauld be
accamplished campletely, thanks
to' thase few interested and
willing to' cantribute, same af the
fallawing issues were discussed.
salved. ar accamplished. Much
mare
suppart is needed.
especially for the cammittees
hereafter mentianed. This is nat
a direct suppart fadhe SBA. this
is by the students far the
students!
Fallawing are brief nates af
the remarks and discussians:
1. The SBA President made same
general remarks cancerning the
third
Annual
SBA / ESBA
Awards Banquet held at the
BLUECREST NORTH an March
1. 1974. Briefly the naminations
far recipiants far th e published
awards was mentianed.
2. The terms af three (3) seniar
Hanar Caurt Justices have
_@xpired and they are presently
serving an an "'i'nterilTI basis.
naminatians far patential successors were submitted to' the
SBA affice. Selectians af the new
justices camm e nced Fe bruary
25. 1974.
3. The E xaminatian schedule.
which has bee n set up an a "Free
Sel ectian Bas is" within the
prescrib ed exa minalian time
periad this year. was the next
subject.
Obj ec tion s w e re vaic ed
becau se , ac carding to' the
majarity. th e Hanar Cade did nat
reall y wark a nd th at this type of
scheduling cauld nat succeed
until one law student can "trust"
a nath er law stude nt. One of the
many inh er e nt problems braught
up was that af ~' stud y graups".
amounting to' passible fears that
th ey would be sUllpect a b initio.
Pra · opinians expressed
similar views, hawever. cantended that th e system must be
given a chance, that it wauld by
far aut weigh t he negative
aspects if the students would
display a prafessional attitude
and make it "wark"
4. Class scheduling with the
student participation: A much
needed change. it, would give the
class schedule a mare realistic
laak. There was a pasitive
r eactian anly. Hawever. the
suppart has to' come from the
students. valunteers are needed
to' take advantage af this appartunity to' tailor the schedule
to' th e need af the average
student.
5. The r ecently campleted
research on haw this law schaal

(thraugh its students) cauld have
a mare realistic evaluatian
system af all caurses and
prafessars was presented as to'
its general applicatian and appropriateness.
Camments were pasitive as to'
tis necessity. mast felt ,thaugh
that the evaluatian wauld be
with aut any meaning unless the
autcame wauld be made available
to'
the
student
through
publicatian.
It was further remarked by
the SBA President that the
evaluation farm was under
"examinatian" by the faculty and
that a faculty meeting was called
to' came up with a recommendatian as to' the extent af its
acceptance.
6. NO SMOKING: Smaking in

classraoms during lectures
seems to' continue despite
warnings by prafessors and the
administratian. Many students
are uncamfartable and shauld nat
be expased to' this practice. fire
regulatians are being vialated
alsa!
7. Cammittees:
Faur (4) cammittees must be
farmed
ar
revived;
the
JUDICIARY Cammittee (after 9
manths af a semi·inactive periad
af "research" !!!) must be
returned to' an active status to'
camplete the revisian af the
Honar Cade and related matters
(i. e . "selectian methad" af
Justices).
A Canstitutianal Cammittee
must be farmed immediately.
wark is stacked up be fare its
creation, The Library Cammittee
and the "Law Student Life"
Cammittee are in a similar
situatian, Valunteers are needed.
interested students shauld
cantact any SBA afficer ar class
representative.

d. An increase in the salary
far the law student warking at
the library was suggested to'
imprave the quality (as well as
the quantity) af his wark.
e. Bab Steinberg made a
motion. secanded by SBA VicePresident Kathy Sweeney. to'
request that the Hanar Caurt
Justices iss'ue a memarandum
apinian clarifying the caurt's
pracedures to' all students (while
the new Hanar Cade is still under
revisian). An amendment was
accepted whereby a panel af
justices wauld instruct thase
students interested on the
functians and pracedures af the
Caurt.
f. A cam plaint cancerniing the
parking situation was made.
Only thase with a premit and
gaing to' class shauld be allawed
to use the twa parking lats
available far students.
g. A request far the
publicatian af a repart cancerning the recent ABA/LSD
canventian was made. the SBA
President promised a publicatian
by the LSD representative in the
near future.
h, The summer class schedule
is still tentative and a request
was w.ade to add (basic)
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE to'
the agenda. a much needed
caurse far thase graduating after
the fall semester. The apprapriate Faculty member was
cansulted an this matter and Mr.
Wench will teach this caurse.
i. The SBA President tentatively scheduled the next
general SBA meeting for the
secand week in March after
being questianed an this subject
from the flaor.

8. The recently appraved new J.
D. Diplama was mentioned. A
separate law schaal graduatian.
hawever. was amang thase many
fights yet to' be won. Nobody
challenged its necessity. Charlie
Shubow was appainted chairman
of a cammittee to' pursue this
matter until the separate
graduatian becomes reality.
9. The SBA has changed I vending
machines in the law library SBA
Launge; Cake-machines (10 oz.
battles) cast 15 cents. caffee is
available for a dime.
10. Several comments. requests.
and mations came fram the floar:
a. Freshmen feel that they
need same faculty (ar seniar lawstudent) advisar.
b. It was recammended that a
fine af same sart be impased on
thase students whO' fail to' return
baaks to' the shelf in the library.
c. The Law Library was
discussed
and
se veral
suggestions to' alle v iate the
deplarable conditians we re
made. A Cammittee will be
formed (see paragraph 7) in the
immediate future to' came up
with concret e recomm endations
on t his important matter.

fi gures became available.
Ed note: While the members
decided that it wauld be gaad to
establish cammittees cancerning:
1. Class Scheduling.
2. Judiciary Cammittee.
3 . • Canstitutianal Cammittee.
4. Law student Life Com·
mittee.
5. Library Committee.
the Forum suggests that thase
interested in jaining any af these
cammittees cantact the members
af the SBA / ESBA Cauncil
(befare their terms run aut).
Please note that the minutes af
this meeting have been edited for
publicatian in this issue.

j. The SBA Treasurer gave a
re port. the financial situation far
the present time seems to' be
gaad ,

k. Several ather camments
a nd recommendatians were
made. all were nated and cansidered.
A motian to' adjaurn the
meeting was made by Neal
Haber. Bart Walker secanded it.
Meeting adjaurned at 5:28 PM.
Uwe 1. Jaeckel
SBA Secretary
SBA Treasurer's Nate: A full
repart of the SBA financial
position will be published when
all Banquet expenditures and

Law School Summer
Session -Addition
cluded on the March 20
registratian card . Alternates to'
Criminal Pracedure can be
requested fallawing the farm
prescribed in the Summer 1974
Registratian Pracedure Schedule
dated february 22. 1974. Drapadd farms can be obtained fram
the Office of Recards and
Transcripts.
2.) If a registratian form has
nat been filed as yet. the student
shauld
include
Criminal
Pracedur e
in
a
regular
r egistration form filed befare
April 29. 1974. Priarities will be
determined. cavering drop·add
and registration forms as af th e
clase aLbusiness April 29. 1974.

Criminal Procedure (423) to' be
taught by Edwin O. Wenck has
been added to' the summer
schedule. Same students. anticipating that actian. included
that course in their summer
schedule submitted under the
March 20. 1974 deadline. Ten·
tative schedules issued pursuant
to' that deadline will not include
appraval af Criminal Pracedure
because many students with high
priarities were Mt infarmed af
the additian of Criminal
Pracedure to' the schedule.

Those wishing to' register far
Criminal Procedure should:
1.) If a summer registratian
was filed under the March 20
deadline. file a "drap·add" form,
This is necessary even thaugh
"Criminal Pracedure" was in-

3.) If there are vacancies in
the caurse after April 29. 1974.
stude nts may register far it on a
first come. first served basis.
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Judge Moylan
Addresses Class
On March 17, 1974, The
Hono:'able Charles J. Moylan,
Jr., Associate Justice, Maryland
Court of Special Appeals, spoke
to theCriminal Proced ure Class
on the law of search and seizure.
Judge Moylan began by
stating his purpose to place the
law of search and seizure in the
perspective of the U.S. Constitution, Fourth Amendment
requirement, as applied to the
states by the 14th Amendment,
that the citizen's right to privacy
be
protected
"against
unreasonable searches and
seizures," and that invasions of
this right be made, where
necessary, through the execution
of a properly issued warrant.
Judge Moylan stated the
general rule that "all searches
and all seizures carried out
ouside the judicial process, that
is, without a warrant, are per
se ... unre aso nable
and
unconstitutiorlal." However, there
are seven judicially recognized
exceptions to this rule, which
Judge Moylan enumerated as
follows: "(I) The search incident
to a lawful arrest, ... (2) the socalled automobile exception, ... (3)
th e so-called 'hot pursuit' or
exigent circumstances exception, ... (4) the stop-and-frisk
exception,.. . (5) the plain view
doctrine .. applicable .. to
,seiz ur es,... (6) the consent

'PHI
ALPHA
DELTA
The J. Harry LeBrum
Chapter is interested in talking
to those law students who would
like to apply for membership.
Interested students should
utilize the ballot-type box which
will be available in the vicinity of
the Student Bar Association and
Forum offices (304A, 304B
Charles Hall) leaving name,
address,
phone
number,
preferred time (or if by mail) for
being contacted, or contact Jeff
Misler, 6401 Doral Drive,
Baltimore, Mar:yland 21209.

termpapers

search." A seventh possible
exception was labelled "a search
incident to a detention not
amounting to a full arrest, for
highly evanescent evidence."
Since these exceptions to the
warrant requirement are what
gives lawyers the most trouble ,
JudgE; Moylan explained the
development, application, and
present status of each, as time
allowed . --Co ncluding
his
presentation, Judge Moylan
stressed that "the thing to
remember in that there was a
reason of necessity behind each
one, and to operate within the
exceptional area, the police have
got to be able to place their
particular circumstances within
the reason of necessity."
Judge Moylan is a former
State's Attorney for Baltimore
City and a former professor at
the University of Baltimore
School of Law. The transcript of
his lecture is available at the
library. In addition, Judge
Moylan has written a pamphlet
on search and seizure which is
ava.ilable through the State's
Attorney office.
The students of the law
school were extremely appreciative of the time Judge
Moylan gave liS. His presentation
.
was exceptIOnally good and
helpful.

Court that CATV's rebroadcast
of CBS programs was a "performance," to bring the practice
within the scope of the Copyright
Act; instead, the Court held that
ca ble firms occupied the role of
the viewer , and hence were not
liable, regardless of the distance
between the network or
r e broadcast transmitter a nd its
ultimate audience.
If the economic implications
of the decision seem troubling (as
evidenced by a plethora of industry amicus briefs), the Court
answered that, "in a traditional
sense," the cable systems did not

picture of commercial networks.
While the Commission Report
lacked the force of law, the
dissent noted, the pertinence of
its conclusions were drastically
undermined by the "pirating of
copyrights sanctioned by today's
decision."
What emerges from the
Teleprompter decision may
amou nt to little more t han a
realization of the need for
reshuffling the advertising rate
schedules by the big networks,
as the majority concludes. And
Congress,
by
specifically
amend ing the Copyrigh t Act to
include cable rebroadcasts as
"performan ce," can summarily
repeal its effects.

.

En-v"ir-o-n-m-e-n-t-:--(cont. from pg. 3)

the legislative policy process,
which could only lead to more
reational
env ironm e ntal
programs.
The co urt system, by
inquiring into the effects of
individual proposals, would
promote the continuous review
and re-evaluation that any large
sca le program would need.
Furthermore, such broadened
injunction power would promote
a search for better alternatives
and new technology. It should
become the prinicpal function of
the courts, on e nvironmental
matters, to restrain projects
inadequately planned and to
compel those promoting such
projects, to demonstrate that
t hey ha ve considered a nd
resolved all reasonable doubts as
to the consquences of their actions.

termpapers
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Supreme Court
Notes (cont. from pg. 8)

prevent commercial networks
from hiking their advertising
rates in line with the expanded
audience. Cable operators had no
creative input into what is
rebroadcast, the Court noted,
and the signal was merely extracted from the open airways,
once "released to the public" by
its original transmission by
antenna.
The Chief Justice joined J.
Douglas in rejecting t hat view of
cab le's function, noting t h e
recommendations of the (Clay)
Whitehead Comm ission on
telecommunications that cable be
considered as a fresh medium
with minimum control
but
w hich a lso
assumed
thetraditional traditional application of copyright law to
prevent disturbing the financial

Mon -Fri 12 noon - 8 p.m .; Sat' 12 no on - 5 p.m.
ESSAY SERVICES
57 Spadina Avenue, Suite 105
'To ronto , Ontario. Canada
Telephon e: (416) 366-6549
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The No-Fault Era

Public Defender Internship

by Donald Lorelli
A rE'cent cartoon in The New
Yorker pictured ~ judge liste ning
to a somewhat hesita nt attorney
who was saying "my client
wishes to enter a plea of
responsibility without guilt. ,. In
another placE' and ti me s uch a
stateme nt would hav e been
lud itrous. But not now. Welcome
: 0 thp no· fault era.
There are three categories of
.lo-fau lt insurance: pur t' no-fault,
:nodified no-fault , and add-on no'ault. Pure and modified no-fault
,dvocate varying degr ees of
(·han ge from the tort system of
'·eparat ions. Add ·;,n no -I"; ult
provides add itional insurance
,·overages.
Under pure no-fault, 'there
would be no payments for pain
and suffe ring or for 111eon\"enience. While none of the
sta tes have passed la ws t ha t are
111
th is category, t he HartMagnuson Nat ional No -F au lt
Motor Vehicl e Insura nce Act
(S.B. 354) has many of the
characteristics of pure no·fault. It
would allow 1aw suits to be
brought only if ex tremely serious
injuries are involved. Its future
passage is uncertain now that
ma ny s tates are initiating
modified no-fault laws of their
own.
Modified no· fault insurance i~
the accurate label for insurance
programs that are norma!ly
described simply as no-fault
insurance. These statutes usually
provide for prompt payment 01
economic losses, the elimination
of most lawsuits for bodily injury
arising out of car accidents, and
for insurance premium savings
for motorists.
A modified no-fault insurance
program became law in New
York on February 1. Under this
law, an accident victim retains
the right to sue a negligent
driver for personal injury losses:
for medical expenses and other
economic losses to the extent
they exceed the modified no·fault
levels required by law; for pain
and suffering, if the person
suffers a serious injury, which
includes a permanent injury,

significa nt disfigurement, ~
serious fra cture, or an injury
needing medical treatment with
tota l incurr ed expe nses of more
than $500. (say good bye to those
phony whiplash and back injury
cases); and for injury resulting in
death. The law states that th e
injured person has no legal cause
of action against the negligent
party in any injury cases other
than the above.
Add-on no-fault insurance
laws kee p the tort system intact.
In no way do they restrict t he
ability to sue for pain, suffering
and incon venience claims. The
insurance companies declare that
this ty pe of no-fault does little
more than raise the costs of
insurance coverage.
It should come as no surprise
that opposition to pure and
modified no-fault systems has
come from the American Trial
Lawyer's Associatin and such
groups as LIVE (la wyers Interested in Victims' Equality).
LIVE supporters argue that the
threshold provision limitin g
lawsuits constitutes a violation of
th e due process and eq ual
protection clauses of the Federal
and state constitutions.
Trial courts in Florida and
Kansas recently declared unconstitutional those states' laws,
both of which had a threshold
provision. Appeals are now in
progress. The New York law will
uado;j!:Jtedly be challenged by
the time you read this.
Proponents of modified no·
fault constantly remind us of the
insurance premium savings for
motorists. As a motorist who has
not cost his insurance company
more than postage for yearly
bills s~ying "send money", I have
looked eagerly to a rate
reduction this year. It is true
that the bodily-injury and
medical payment premiums were
lowered. However, this rate
reduction was balanced out by
the cost of the new mandatory
and extra no-fault coverage. The
promises of lower premiums
constitute a hoax on the public.
Reductions are nominal, if at all.

by Mike Priser
The black man on the other
side of the bars asked me: "Do
you ha ve a cigarette, man'?" Bis
eyes were glazed and stared
down at the fioor, only meeting
mine fl eetingly during the course
of the interview. No car , no
assets, no savings, and an expensive junk ha bit. "I do about 3
bags a day." Reluctantly he
surrendered to me his charge
sheet through the slot 111 the
bars. It said he was accused of
misappropriation of a taxi cab.
This man qualified for a
public defend er attorney. When
his case comes to trial, the form
that I had just completed would
be a part of his file. He took back
his charge sheet through the
horizon tal slot and asked me
again for a cigarette. This had
been my first interview for the
public defender clinic.
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COURSE LOCATION
Washington, D.C.,
Georgetown University Law Center, 600 New Jersey., N.W., Washington, D.C.
Baltimore, Maryland,
Maryland Casl''llty Building, 40th & Keswick Streets, Baltimore, Maryland· Summer Course
St. Paul's Church, Charles & Saratoga Streets, Balto., Md .. Long Course

COURSE SCHEDULE
For the July 1974 exam· .
D.C. Location:
Regular course:
Intensive course:
Baltimore Location:
Lopg course :

upon

the

practicality of this system. It is
evident

that

the

June 7 July 20; Weekdays, 6:30 pm
12:30 pm or 2:00 pm . 5:30 pm.

10:00 pm; Saturdays, 9:00am

July 10 . July 27, three sessions daily.
April 25 - June 25; Tuesday and Thursday, 7:00 pm - 10:00 pm; Satur·
days, 9:00 am . 1:00 pm.
June 11 - July 19; Monday through Friday, 7:00 pm . 10:00 pm, Two
Saturdays 9:00 am . 1:00 pm.

MATERIALS USED
Multi-State Summaries:
Maryland Summaries:

the
Q. & A. Materials:

Comprehensive, concise Multi·State subject summaries prepared by
BRrs nationwide staff of lecturers, and especially designed for this
examination.
Comprehensive, concise Maryland subject summaries prepared by BRrs
Maryland staff of lectl1 rers, and especially designed for the essay portion
of the examination.
(1) The one officially released (February 1972) Multi-State Examination
together with BRI answer key.
(2) Multi-State sample questions with analysis.
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Prof. Stuart Stiller, Catholic Univ.
..........
Prof. Charles Whitebread, Univ. of Virginia
Prof. Donald Burris, Georgetown Univ.
Prof. Bernie Burrus, Georgetown Univ.
Ms. Ellen Gordon
Prof. Richard Conviser, IIT/Chicago·Kent
Prof. Stanley Johansen, Univ. of Texas

(Schedules subject to variation)

the program will be successful
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1346 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
_Suite 320
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/833-3080

FACULTY

Summer course:

I am sure you are all aware of

privilege

jury trial and whether the ac·
cused will testify in his own
behlaf are made in front of the
magistrate. Often the scope of
the defendant's testimony is
embarrassing for him, for
example he may have a long
criminal record. Frequently, a
jury trial would be preferable to
an adjudication before a con·
viction-prone judge.
It soon became apparent to
me that the courts have inherent
successes and flaws that cannot
be found in the casebooks and on
the white pages printed with
black· letter law. Participation in
the public defender clinic
program is one approach to
beginning to understand the
operation of the courts. I would
advise students just beginning
the study to devote some time to
lbs'erving district courts,
supr e me bench trials and
planning to work in the internship program.

MARYLAND

SPRING EXAMS

a

I was to learn that the
predominantly black and impoverished defendant who was
either jailed or who appeared at
the co urt house of the Northwest
District for the first tim e on the
day of hi s trial often failed to
eealize the seriousness of th e
\ccusations against him, the
axtent of his legal rights and the
absolute necess ity that he
prese rv e his rights through legal
counsel. It is not uncommon for a
case to be called before the
district judge only to learn that
the acc used still needs an attorn ey.
Even for the accused who
cannot afford counsel seeks out
the attorney for the public
d e fender's office, there are
already some inherent disadvantages for him. With the heavy
work load for the public defender
attorn eys, there is not enough
time for a comprehensi ve interv iew. The decisions to waive a

COST
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The entire BRI Modern Maryland Bar Review Course is $195.00 plus a refundable $25.00
deposit on the written outline materials.
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in a professional manner so that

information and election rules.

VETERANS' BENEFITS
All of our classes are apprqved for Veterans' Benefits. In orde'r to obtain benefits, students
should first write to the Veterans' Benefits Office, 2033 M Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., or
the Veterans' Administration, Regional Office - Federal Building, 31 Hopkins Plaza, Baltimore,
Maryland 21201 (Baltimore students), and ask for a Change of Program Form.

